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Españolas (1914), which is a collection of seven short Spanish songs for
soprano singer and piano. Each song originates from a different place in
in Spain, and each provides its own unique style and mood from
lighthearted and bouncy, to beautiful dark tone-color melodies, too fast
and aggressive. While this was originally written in song, many people have
transcribed the music for instruments, like the trumpet!
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Little is known about the Romantisches Konzert, as well as the piece’s
composer, Ilia Chakov. While the date of the composition is unknown,
the life of Ilya Chakov spanned from 1925 to 1986. Famous trumpet
performer, Reinhold Friedrich performed the concerto in one of the only
available recordings of this piece, bringing popularity to the concerto.
Chakov’s concerto has three movements, each of varying styles but with
extreme emotion and expressivity that equals the power of the great
Russian composers of the Romantic era.

Romantisches Konzert

Ilia Chakov

I. Allegro Dramatico
II. Andante
III. Svelto

(1925-1986)

Concerto for Two Trumpets in C Major (c. 1742)
I. Allegro
II. Largo
III. Allegro

Antonio Vivaldi

(1678-1741)

~ Intermission ~
Postcards I for Trumpet Solo (1994)
I. Moderato
II. Adagio

Siete Canciones populares Españolas (1914)
I. El Paño Moruno
II. Seguidilla Murciana
III. Asturiana
IV. Jota
V. Nana (Berceuse)
VI. Canción
VII. Polo

Anthony Plog
(born 1947)

Manuel de Falla
(1876-1946)

Anthony Plog is a composer and trumpet player who has worked in the
Musikhochschule in Freiburg, Germany as the Professor of Music since
1993. Born on November 13th, 1947, Plog began studying trumpet with
his father, Clifton Plog, and continued to study with Irving Bush, Thomas
Stevens, and James Stamp. Plog received his music degree at the
University of California Los Angeles, and since then has had a successful
career composing and performing as a solo trumpet player. His
composition for solo trumpet, titled Postcards I (1994), is an
unaccompanied piece in three movements. The music follows no meter
and gives the performer much room to play with their own interpretation.
The first movement is quick, yet mysterious and angry. Followed by this,
is the slow and lyrical second movement, and finally, the fast, aggravated
finale in the third movement.
Antonio Vivaldi was an Italian violinist and composer who wrote nearly
500 concertos in his career. A large amount of these concertos were for
the violin, but within these compositions was Vivaldi’s Concerto for Two
Trumpets in C Major (c. 1742). His concerto was three movements long and
is made up of two exciting allegros and a largo movement in between. In
the opening allegro movement, the trumpets work together, creating a
dialogue between themselves and the accompaniment, as they all play
fanfare figures. The largo is a beautiful collection of chords, played by the
accompaniment as the trumpets are tacet. In the final movement allegro,
the trumpets and accompaniment work together to bring the piece to an
exciting end with fantastic virtuosic playing.
Manuel de Falla was a pianist and composer who became one of the most
important Spanish composers during the twentieth century. When he was
young, de Falla took piano lessons from his mother, giving him an early
interest in music. Eventually, he wrote his Siete Canciones populares.

